
APPEAL, FOR CALYPSO’S SAKE 

Highlights of the 2007 Calypso Association Conference 

 

Round One 

 

“Today’s activity is only one of the activities through which we are going to preserve the 

craft.” – President Jerome Bleau 

 

Carnival Minister, Harold Lovell endorsed the event: “This type of initiative is the 

type of thing that we need in Antigua and Barbuda. The significance of the (Calypso) art 

is still not fully understood, and I think this afternoon’s function helps us to deepen our 

understanding of this significant and profound art form.” 

 

For author Joanne C. Hillhouse, her contribution as a panelist, to the deepening of 

this understanding, took a literary bent. Calypso lyrics, she said, provided some of her 

first lessons in good writing, “writing that resonates.” She explored the romantic drama 

of Singing Althea’s ‘Love Me Up’, the irony in King Obstinate’s ‘Is Love ah Love You’, 

the farce that is ‘Short Shirt’s Wedding’, and the storytelling attributes of Ivena’s ‘Old 

Road Fight’ – from which she drew examples of character development, point of view, 

plotting, and conflict.  

 

“A classic of Calypso storytelling (is) Obsti’s ‘Wet You Han’ where we find two 

of the more riveting characters in Antiguan literature, Crazy Ellie and Big Foot Maude,” 

Hillhouse said. “What makes this song work is not just the humor but the setting and the 

dialogue – both feel authentic and add life to the tale. One of the things a good writer 

tries to develop is a way to add locale colour to shade in the details that make the world 

come alive, and who among us cannot picture the shop, the sweet oil, the tambrind tree.” 

 

Hillhouse explored the impact of ‘truth’ and pathos in storytelling and catalogued 

the various literary devices at writers’ disposal – from double entendre to metaphor, 

allegory to personification. Beyond the devices, however, she indicated, “We are 

challenged as writers, to strike more than a single note. Politicians aren’t the only 

characters worthy of being immortalized; if that were the case we would never have 

heard the tale of the ‘Slapping Hands’ or of ‘Racan’ with he red herring in he hand.” 

 

Of course, if Calypso is literature as Hillhouse’s presentation suggested, literary 

criticism enters into play. The task of underscoring the benefits of criticism fell to D. 

Gisele Isaac. “I think the fear and mistrust surrounding criticism,” she said, “comes down 

to a misunderstanding of the democratic process and a greater misunderstanding of the 

artistic process. The value of any artistic work is determined by a process of evaluation.” 

 

That evaluation, she noted, cannot be left exclusively to the judges.  “Calypso is 

as great a game of glorious uncertainty as is cricket,” Isaac said. “Remember, Figgy’s 

‘Look?’ Here was a song of epic proportions, capturing the spirit of Calypso, the 

collective memory of Calypso lovers, and articulating the loss and longing of the art of 

Calypso. But the performance on the night that mattered was epic as well in its 



dimensions of catastrophe! Let us suppose that the Calypso critics had agreed to hold 

tongue and ink until after competition? What kudos would the song have earned then?”  

 

To the artists, her challenge therefore was to be open to criticism and to be honest 

with themselves, “instead of vilifying the critic in next year’s song, as has become the 

new form of petty revenge.” 

 

Round Two 

 

“I know that the second session goin’ be hotter than the first session ‘cause we talking 

about judging.” – Seminar Chairperson, Lesroy Merchant 

 

Seasoned adjudicator, Richard Apparicio kicked off the discourse on judging. 

“Adjudicators have a responsibility to making comments on a score sheet,” he said, “not 

just putting down scores. (And) It’s important for adjudicators to maintain an open 

mind.” 

 

He stressed as well that those seeking to be adjudicators also need to be listeners 

of Calypso. “You have persons who would actually go to a bar and stand up and jig their 

feet, but they’re in fact not really listening to Calypso,” he said. “They enjoy it as an art 

form to dance to, but when it comes to the judging process it is very, very important that 

the person becomes a listener. An adjudicator needs to be a critical and at the same time 

an unbiased listener to Calypsos of all kinds.” That, he stressed, means listening to 

Calypso through the years, not just contemporary Calypso; and Calypso from all over, 

not just Antiguan Calypso. 

 

Sight is the other essential sense, alongside hearing/listening, in assessing a 

Calypso performance, Apparicio said. Added to that is the importance of being “well 

read”. 

 

“Calypsonians sing on CNN, on issues in BBC, on many different topics,” he 

said. “We as Calypso judges must be prepared to adjudicate in a fair and consistent 

manner.” 

 

And what must the artists be prepared to do? Perhaps what can be lifted from 

Dorbrene O’Marde’s presentation is that the artiste ought not to be boxed into a corner. “I 

do not prescribe any particular purpose for Calypso,” he said. “It’s a creative art, and it 

will gather from around it, it will gather unto itself from within the society and shape its 

role.” 

 

That said, with the theme of his talk being Performance and Judging, O’Marde 

looked at the assessment of this thing that must not be boxed in yet must still be 

measured; how the artist, through his or her performance, can sell the song. The former 

dramatist explored, for instance, the physicality of performance. “There is one young 

Calypsonian here, he’s working wonders, and I’m so glad to see him overcome that,” 

O’Marde said. “I’m talking of Young Destroyer. Young Destroyer spent the first four 



years of his Calypso life turned sideway to the audience. He has become a totally 

different Calypsonian now that he’s able to control the audience and communicate 

directly.” 

 

Given the importance of the visual to how the Calypso is received, he was critical 

of the absence of the visual assessment from the judging criteria, which measures lyrics 

and music with only a small corner given to presentation. “Something has to be crazy 

here,” he said. “It’s total madness, because if we understand that river of African music, 

you understand that people go to see black music. You might go to hear white people 

music, but you go to see James Brown and you go to see Short Shirt. You don’t go to 

hear Short Shirt. Anybody go to hear Obstinate? Or Jim? Come on! So when we have 

criteria that completely ignores the visual in the Calypso performance, judges can’t 

ignore it. So they compensate in all sorts of other areas. This is one of the critical 

problems we have, why there always seems to be this disconnect between what the 

judges have on paper and what they think.”  

 

The judging discourse, generally, proved to be, as anticipated, the most heated 

aspect of the whole affair. Discussion circled around judging fatigue, bias, assessment of 

truth, the favouring of brand name calypsonians and so on, making for a highly 

stimulating Sunday afternoon at the Multipurpose Centre at Perry Bay. 

 

  


